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In preparing for the LSAT, I initially signed up for a weekly course. I quickly realized it
would be far too long before we tackled the more complex logic games, which were causing me
the most trouble according to my diagnostic exam (on which I scored a 154). Looking to
supplement my course with a private tutor, I found Jonathan and realized his ability to teach the
material clearly and concisely was far superior to that of my course instructor. Jonathan has a
knack for breaking down logic games into a process that can always be implemented,
regardless of the game’s complexity.
Once I had made it through the logic games, Jonathan took over my tutoring in logical
reasoning and reading comprehension, as well. Though slightly unconventional, I began looking
at my class as extra practice to bolster what I learned in my sessions with Jonathan. He was
able to look through my course materials and cater his lessons to teach me more nuanced and
complex versions of what I was learning in class. By supplementing the fundamentals with his
examples of harder and rarer questions, Jonathan made sure I was ready for anything the test
would throw my way.
However, although everything that I have mentioned is true and irrefutably played an
essential role in my success on this exam, it was actually Jonathan’s natural calming demeanor
and quirky test-taking tactics that got me through test day. Suggesting I take practice tests in
loud spaces or under short time constraints, his methods allowed me to feel completely at ease
when the actual exam arrived. He calmed me down when I got a bad score just weeks before
the exam, ensuring me that it was a fluke. He kept me from fixating over my practice scores,
instead emphasizing the importance of looking through both my wrong and correct answers to
understand how and why I arrived at them. Essentially, Jonathan is a fantastic, fun, and one-ofa-kind tutor, without whom I would have likely gotten a much different score on this exam.

